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FORCE AND ENERGY. lar motion stops. But if the degradation of energy 
In the usual treatment of the science of mechanics shall ultimately bring all matter to the absolute zero, 

and physics, three central ideas are generally made then Maxwell's demon would find his occupation gone, 
very prominent. These are force, work, and energy. and like Macaulay's New Zealander could only sit still 
The order in which they are given is an index of the and contemplate the ruins of the past. 
treatment of the subject. Force is defined; then work is • I •• • 
described as the exercise of force along a path through THE HE A. YENS IN lilA. Y. 

space; and, finally, energy is defined as the capacity The interesting assemblage of planets in the evening 
for doing work. Nothing is more certain than the sky will be increased in number during May by the 
fact that a complete and working understanding of addition of Mercury, which is in superior conjunction 
the relations of force and energy is essential to the with the sun on the evening of the 4th. But not until 
study of rllechanics and physi<�s, and the great errors the end of the month wilI the little planet be far 
of the world of scientists and investigators have been enough east of the sun to be well seen. At that 
due to ignorance or misconception of these relatious. time it will be near Jupiter in the constellation 
It is but a few years since the mistaken doctrine of the Gemini. Early in June it will be in rather close con
conservation of force was definitely abandoned for the junction with Jupiter. 
true doctrine of the conservation of energy. Such Venus moves during May from Taurus into Gemini, 
abandonment indicated a very recent understanding passing a little more than two degrees north of Jupiter 
of the true relations of force and energy, for the erro- an hour before noon on the 18th. As Venus has now 
neous expression conservation of force is hardly yet become so bright as to be vit!lble to a keen eye at mid· 
extinct. The many attempts at the production of per· day, it will be possible, on this occasion, to find J olpiter 
petual motion indicate a want of appreciation of the in the daytime with the aid of Venus, and to see them 
fundamental bases of science. The search is still in both with the aid of a strong field glass. The ex· 
progress, hopeful enthusiasts refusing to accept the periment should be made between two and three 
truth that energy is as indestructible as matter, and as o'clock in the afternoon, when the two planets will be 
impossible of creation. near the meridian. At the end of the month Venus 

But it would seem that in the threefold division will be near the twin stars of Gemini, Castor and 
force, work and energy, there is either one word too Pollux. She will then have attained about one-half 
few or one word too many. Energy can be expended, of her maximum brightness. 
and if expended, producf>8 an exact eq uivalent of other MaE, which passed Jupiter on April 25, will con· 
energy. As fast as one quantity of energy is expended tinue to move eastward during May, and at the end 
or di8appears, another quantity exactly equal, though of the month will be in the eastern part of Gemini, 
it may be of widely different form, is produced. The uear Venus, with which planet it will be 1n close con
sl1m of all the energies of the universe is always equal. junction on the 5th of June. 
Now, what distinct existence can work be said to Jupiter, following the example of Mars, whom he reo 
have? When energy is expended it does work; it reo placed in the public eye during the latter part of the 
produces an equal amount of energy; therefore the winter, is becoming less conspicuous as he draws 
term work must be accepted as the synonym for the nearer the sun, and early in June he will cease to 
"production of energy." It would seem better to adorn the sllnset sky. Jupiter remains in Gemini, 
abandon the term" work," as ordinarily used, to es- moving slowly eastward, and at tlie close of May wil 
tablish the basis of mechanics, unless a synonym for be near the third magnit11de !'ltar Epsilon. 
the" expenditure of energy" could be found. The . Saturn replaces Jupiter, advancing with the annual 
term "working" might supply t.his synonym. But revolution of the heavens from the east. This splendid 
the real basic terms in mechanics should be either the and unique planet crosses the meridian at the open· 
two, force and energy, or the fonr, force, energy, ex- ing of May about 11:30 P. M., and at the end of the 
penditure of energy and production of energy. month about 9:30 P. M. It is in the eastern part of 

The terms work and working may be substituted the constellation Virgo, near the fourth magnitude star 
for the last compound terms. As it stands now, there Kappa. The only star in its neighborhood conipara 
is a strong tendency to place energy in its definition ble in brightness with Saturn is Spica, the leading 
as a sort of subsidiary to work. It should be treated brilliant of Virgo, which shines about 12° almost di 
a8 the all·important thing, and work as a convenient rectly west of the planet. Saturn's rings now present 
expression of a single one of its phases. An advanced a beautiful appearance with a 3 inch or 4 inch tele 
treatment of the subject of mechanics might be based scope. It is the north pole of the planet that now 
on the entire omission of the term work, making it a leans earthward, and consequently it is the north 
science of force and energy, treating work as the ex- side of the rings that we see. The earth is between 16 
pression of the concrete only. and 17° above the plane of the rings. Their major 

The realization of the true meaning of work makes axis appears about 42' in length and their minor axis 
the understanding of the impossibility of perpetual about 12". A good 4 inch telescope is capable of 
motion much clearer. No machine can produce energy showing five of Saturn's satellites, Japetus, Titan 
or do work without an exact equivalent of energy Rhea, Dione, and Tethys. The other three, Hyperion 
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being put into it. There is a further aspect of the Enceladus and Mimas, are visible only with more pow 
subject. After aU the coal is burned, after the sun erful instruments. No one who has an opportunity 

No_ 1010. has cooled down and after all the possibilities of to look through a telescope should fail to see Saturn 
For tile 'Veek Endhl� May 11. 1896. establishing differences of temperature will have dis· Its rings are an unceasing source of wonder, and no 
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